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Much confusion abounds at Board level today as to what is meant by digital, and we 
suspect that there is little consensus amongst many Board members about what to do 
next, despite the barrage of press and consulting speak announcing and promoting 
‘Industry 4.0’. Looking back into recent corporate history, there have been many false 
starts such as business reengineering in the nineties, and the dot.com boom and bust in 
the noughties, so why is this time different from any other? 

Most executives are aware of the headlines drivers – cloud, social, 
IoT, mobile, and AI, but few have any real understanding of 
where and when digital might affect their companies, or 
how they might deal with possible disruption e.g. 
competition from Digital natives such as Alibaba, 
Google, Tesla, or Amazon. Many in the business-
to-consumer (b2c) space are well down the track 
with sophisticated front end applications such as 
retailers and banks, but most have difficulty integrating 
these into their back-end systems. Few in business-to-
business (b2b) have yet mobilised for  fundamental 
change except for GE.

Our paper sets out a context for digital leadership – why 
senior executives should take this subject seriously now 
(rather than postpone any activity); what digital leadership 
might mean for them; and how to take the first steps on a digital leadership journey. 
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There are many management misconceptions surrounding digital. These may be 
responsible for the current confusion at senior executive levels. Here are just some of the 
most common ones:

• Large companies cannot innovate at scale? Some of the world’s largest 
companies such as GE, Ford and Microsoft are proving that this is untrue.

• ‘Plug and Play’ beats vertical integration? Digital natives such as Google and 
Amazon are proving that vertical integration can be a strong competitive asset.

• Moon-shots are preferable to moon-walks? Incremental improvement can often 
deliver more immediate and reliable results than large, billion dollar programmes.

• Successful companies must choose between product-leadership; operational 
excellence or customer intimacy. Digital natives have managed to excel at all 
three simultaneously. 

Our view is that large organisations can and must learn to innovate at scale. Modern 
techniques described in this report can contribute to organisational agility and 
responsiveness within Fortune 1000 companies. However, Boards must assess their own 
strengths and weaknesses, and adopt a strategy that fits their individual market context 
and management style. 
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‘Digital’ is just a thin veneer associated with more profound changes prompted by external 
developments taking place in global politics 
(for example, publicist movements such as Brexit, and Trump), 
the social agenda (Millennials entering the workplace) 
and macro-economic (for example, secular stagnation). 
Digital technologies may be ‘enablers’ but they 
are frequently not the primary change factors. 
Such macro-changes are causing the World 
to enter a period of volatility, uncertainty, 
complexity, and ambiguity (VUCA) that 
challenges traditional business models and 
practices, leaving the door open for insurgents 
(Digital natives) that can disrupt and displace 
incumbents. Large organisations need to become more 
agile and responsive to such conditions if they are to 
survive and flourish in the new digital era. This implies a 
fundamental shift in ways of operating amongst 
leading incumbents. It is our view that now is the time for 
incumbents to be proactive, ‘playing to win’ rather than 
‘playing not to lose’. Preparing for a VUCA world requires a range of 
new capabilities that enable large organisations to respond to constant change, and to 
learn to ‘innovate at scale’. However, senior executives must be of one mind about which 
direction they are taking, and why such change is necessary. 
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WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS 
OF A DIGITAL ORLD? 

The macro forces of political, economic, social, and technical change are producing a 
tectonic shift from an ‘analogue’ to a ‘digital’ business environment, as illustrated in the 
figure below: 

Figure 1 – Tectonic shifts across the business landscape 

Source – MAXOS Group a a
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In this context, Digital opens new possibilities at several levels – enhanced customer 
experience; improved optimisation and control of production assets; faster decision 
making based on data rather than opinion; and new mechanisms to establish and 
sustain core differentiation. Some of the most relevant points include: 

! Digital technologies enable increasingly intimate, two-way interactions with
customers, both consumer and commercial. This is especially true when serving the
Millennium population who depend on mobile and online channels for a large
proportion of their social, work and domestic activities. Some 1.8B consumers are now
connected via smart phones and the world-wide web.

! Digital also enables more intimate connection with physical and virtual assets
deployed across the entire supply chain in areas such as production, logistics, and
procurement. In all such cases, vast volumes of data are being generated that can
influence decisions of all kinds, from inventory and asset management to product and
service innovations.

! Digital poses a more fundamental challenge to corporate management – helping to
determine where are the sustaining elements of differentiation within the organisation.
In an era of ‘everything as a service’, what remains core and what can be
externalised becomes a key issue. This was at the heart of our ‘Atomic’ thinking in
2003, post the dot.com revolution (Atomic: reforming the business landscape into the
new structures of tomorrow by Roger Camrass and Martin Farncombe).

Such dramatic improvements in connectivity and processing power have opened-up a 
digital universe that is being populated rapidly by newcomers such as Apple, Alibaba, 
Amazon, Google, Netflix, Facebook and Tencent. These Digital natives have amongst the 
highest stock market valuations in the World. Incumbents must exploit their vast customer 
assets and scale to compete with such newcomers if they are to satisfy their shareholders 
and remain in business. 

Most large and successful organisations have built up rigid structures that are optimised 
for prevailing, steady state conditions. Culture, process, systems, incentives, and skills are 
designed to reinforce historic market behaviour. In the digital world of volatility and 
ambiguity (VUCA), these may prove to be impediments rather than enablers. 
Enlightened digital leaders such as Jeff Immelt, m  CEO of GE recognise that all such 
business practices must be reformed to meet the demands of a digital enabled 
marketplace. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR INCUMBENTS 

4
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Competing in the new global environment requires more flexible and agile approaches 
to the market, and more innovative ways of developing and delivering products and 
services. Incumbents are faced with three choices as to how they might approach digital 
leadership: 

ADOPTING NEW DIGITAL LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES 

ADOPTING NEW DIGITAL LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES 

• Concentrate on ‘protecting t e core’ by introducing incremental 
and continuous improvement regimes (as Toyota did in the nineties).

• ‘ anging t e game’ by applying digital techniques such as data 
analytics, IoT and AI to reengineer core processes and systems 

(as in the case of GE). 
•‘ reating t e new’ by investing large sums

($1B)in entirely new enterprises (Moon-shots) 
that  are built on digital infrastructures 
(Goldman Sachs and its new retail bank, 
MARCUS). 

In all cases, executives must 
evaluate the risks of taking radical action 
against maintaining ‘business as usual’. In our 

view, the ‘do-nothing’ option is no longer a viable 
path to tread. Management must examine new 

ways of working and adopt an approach that is 
relevant to their current context and prospects within 

a digital marketplace. 

Exploit new sources of c stomer data 
to drive business decisions in near real-
time (e.g. smart metering, connected 
car, tele-medicine). This is particularly 
relevant to b2c businesses that serve end 
consumers. Producing minimum viable 
solutions that can be tested and scaled 
rapidly. This follows the path of ‘lean start-
up’ that seeks to emulate the success of 
newcomers.

Introduce cycles of contin o s 
impro ement, especially where software 
based products and services are 
concerned. Techniques now exist to  
update software and related apps in 
minutes or hours rather than weeks
or months.

Adopt agile str ct res that are 
responsive to changes in the external 
environment (customers, trading 
partners, etc) as well as optimising
internal assets (e.g. through IoT). 

periment ic ly to tackle business 
problems and opportunities, Whether a 
company is in the consumer or business 
marketplace, these principles should help 
management develop some guiding 
concepts for digital leadership.

Deploy le ible b siness plat orms to 
enable rapid scaling of new products and 
services. Cloud delivers a convenient 
means to achieve hyper-scaling once a 
new product or technique has been 
taken to the ‘minimum viable’ stage of 
development.

Embrace a c lt re t at promotes 
entreprene rs ip and risk taking, with 
appropriate incentives to encourage 
such behaviour. Breaking down 
hierarchies and associated rigid cultures 
may be the biggest challenge for digital 
leadership. 

To help executives make a clear choice, we have developed six principles that can assist 
large incumbent organisations to achieve leadership within the new digital- enabled 
environment. 

Whether a company is in the consumer 
or business marketplace, these principles 
should help management develop some 
guiding concepts for digital leadership. 
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Applying these principles to traditional structures, we see a new operating model 
emerging with the following characteristics: 

! Product managers, supported by small teams, having full control over profitability. They 
have access to all customer data and employ analytical techniques to constantly test 
and enhance customer experience.

! Products themselves becoming increasingly software dependent, enabling continuous 
improvement and automatic testing of functionality and content (e.g. the connected 
car  ad n ). These are made up of re-usable components with open ‘API’s.

! Hyper-scaling through digital platforms, typically based on public or private cloud 
infrastructures. Such platforms connect assets, physical and virtual, across the entire 
supply chain leading to high levels of efficiency and responsiveness.

! Functions becoming increasingly automated, relying on ‘everything as a service’ cloud 
offerings, and software based robotics to take over workflow processes. They retain 
responsibility for improving capabilities and resources necessary to serve digital 
business.

! Leadership focusing on shifting cultural values within the organisation and altering 
external perceptions of how the business operates and generates value. It needs to 
demonstrate ‘actions’ as much as ‘intentions’ to gain credibility. 

Although many of these characteristics were pioneered by Digital natives, they have 
direct relevance to incumbent organisations that seek to win in the new digital 
environment. Such organisations may transform the ‘core’ to embrace new ways of 
working, a n   a a  na  or launch green-field operations.   are 
viable options and need to be considered carefully. 

HOW TO ENACT DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION -
PLAYING TO WIN ?

TRANSFORMATION

THERE IS NO 
CONCRETE ‘END-POINT’ 

BUT MERELY A 
PREFERRED ‘DIRECTION 

OF TRAVEL’ 
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WHAT IS OUR VISION 
FOR DIGITAL LEADERSHIP? 

Our point of view here is that most large 
incumbents will focus on ‘protecting the 
core’ and ‘changing the game’ rather than 
‘creating the new’. In both the former cases, 
executives need a conceptual vision of 
where they intend to be in 5-10 years, 
recognising that this is likely to morph as 
conditions change over that time – and well 
beyond. What is critical is that organisations
need to build appropriate capability to 
commence the digital journey. 
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Promote digital education, starting top-
down, to help build awareness and drive a 
consensus on what the digital vision might 
be for the organisation. Focus on desired 
outcomes and key points of differentiation 
within a digital landscape. Which needles 
to influence? What impact on shareholder 
value? Use GE as a benchmark for 
‘changing the game’.

Promote dialogue through the 
organisation and out to external parties –
customers, trade partners, etc. This should 
flush out the first-steps on the journey to a 
digital end-point. It should trigger 
experiments to solve existing problems and 
surface new opportunities. Consider how 
digital might affect the brand – as 
perceived internally as well as externally.

n  and n  a y n  
m n  and na  a a n  

m  a n  d  n  d n  
ma  n  and  n d   
n a d n  n  n  

 m d   a    and  d 
and  d n y   

m n  an  a d a d y a 
d a  a m   a  d

 Introduce effective oversight and 
governance that monitors progress, and 
can make course corrections as 
necessary, addressing issues and 
removing barriers. This implies a stronger 
role for the corporate centre during 
periods of fundamental change –
parenting the business units while they 
prepare for digital leadership.

  Strengthen corporate functions as a 
means of channelling new methods and 
tools into the businesses. For example, 
giving IT the responsibility to integrate 
data, core applications and 
infrastructures to enable innovation and 
hyper-scaling within a secure and 
compliant environment.

Our recommended approach to top management is to regard digital leadership as a 
journey, not a ‘big-bang’ programme (as in the reengineering days of the nineties). Here 
are five main activities to commence the journey: 

In all cases, the issue of removing barriers become paramount to progress on the digital 
journey. For example, legacy systems can be a powerful stumbling-block that needs 
early resolution. The University of Surrey published an influential report on this subject 
‘Escaping Legacy’ in 2016. Building new skills and capabilities is also a key issue today. 
IBM has hired 100,000 new staff in the last few years. 

Equally, organisations must seek to exploit current assets where possible. Many of these 
will remain viable as the landscape changes from analogue to digital. GE continues to 
build MRI scanners and Ford continues to manufacture cars. However, the offer to the 
market can change dramatically as software services are overlaid. 

HOW CAN FUNCTIONS SUPPORT DIGITAL 
LEADERSHIP ?
The IT function is reaching a crossroads. Having been largely about supporting a ‘business 
as usual’ environment through large system implementations such as SAP, it is now able 
to provide the tools and techniques to enable new ways of operating at the business 
level. In the figure below we illustrate just how IT needs to transform as a function to 
operate effectively in the digital era: 
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Figure 2 – IT functional transformation, from analogue to digital 

Source: MAXOS Group a a

Other functions such as HR, Finance, and Sales 
face similar transformational challenges. 
One aspect is the ability to buy ‘everything 
as a service’ from cloud providers such 
as Workday and Salesforce. This will reduce 
the clerical and administrative side of a function 
by as much as 70%, allowing senior 
management to focus on what adds 
value to business partners i.e. those in the 
front line such as product managers. 
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TAKING A RADICAL STANCE

For some CEOs, ‘changing the current game’ by streamlining processes and introducing 
more agile structures may not be sufficient to achieve desired outcomes such as a 
doubling or tripling market of capitalisation – as NVIDIA proved in 2016 (shares escalated 
300%). Instead, these CEOs may opt for a moon-shot approach to ‘create the new’, as 
Ian Conn is demonstrating in Centrica with    n a  

Digital natives (e.g. Google, Amazon, and a a) are driven by market paranoia – 
always seeking to stay ahead of competition and ever fearful of potential newcomers 
who can threaten their position. Such companies are constantly reinventing rather than 
merely adapting. This requires large injections of capital and new capabilities that can 
either be generated internally or bought from outside. CISCO built its success on 
acquisitions of technology leaders. 

For the majority of large incumbents, it is not evident yet that such radical approaches 
will work. Some companies such as BP tried to create a new digital business stream in 
2000. Such efforts failed. The ‘Moon-shot’ approach may not be appropriate for every 
large company. Instead, many may prefer the ‘Moon-walk’: smaller, incremental steps 
based on rapid experimentation rather than bold new programmes. his five growth 
initiatives. 

WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM HISTORY? 
Progressive eras of business transformation have failed largely to deliver ambitious 
outcomes. Reengineering in the nineties was all about the 50% rather than the 5% 
improvement in time, quality, and cost of product. Major cultural and structural barriers 
inhibited many reengineering programmes from achieving their ambitions. Instead, most 
companies adopted integrated ERP systems at enormous expense to streamline their 
existing operations. The advent of e-commerce in the late nineties energised top 
management to invest heavily in web-based technology and green-field operations. 
Again, the outcome fell far short of expectations, and many senior executives returned to 
business as usual when the NASDAQ crashed in 2001. The global recession of 2008 
continued to focus management attention on cost cutting and efficiency rather than 
technology-led innovation. 

However, we can safely say that this time is different because:

! Billions of consumers are now connected and ready to use their collective influence to
purchase the products and services they need, rather than those that are offered. •
New public cloud platforms such as AWS and AZURE enable hyper-scaling of new
services with almost no investment. This has favoured newcomers such as WhatsApp
and Instagram.

! New architectures such as SOA and open standards embedded in API interfaces
enable near universal computer-to-computer interaction, and present answers to
legacy issues.

! Millennials are not prepared to tolerate out-dated practices or techniques, and
demand radical changes in the workplace.

The combination of a VUCA environment, successful digital newcomers, and enabling 
techniques such as those listed above should prompt senior executives into action. 
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Unlike the years of the dot.com boom and bust in early 2000, digital is becoming a much 
more permanent aspect of the business landscape, enabling fundamental change and 
opportunity. Few incumbents have yet to mobilise for this new era, and are frequently 
confused about what steps to take and what end-point to head for. 

Our position is that top management must come to a consensus about who they want 
to be, and how far they want to travel before unleashing change on their organisations. 
This can be achieved by an effective form of management education that involves 
carefully facilitated discussions about what digital can offer and how to take the first 
steps on a digital journey. 

The University of Surrey and  MAXOS  are keen to offer appropriate education, 
thought leadership and advisory services to leaders wishing to embrace digital 
leadership. 
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IN CONCLUSION
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